
| Neck-It Anti-Siphon Device

Neck-It Anti-Siphon devices limit the amount of fuel 
that can be stolen to 20 liters. 
Neck-it Anti-Siphon devices are easy to install (no 
drilling or gluing) and consist out of one solid part 
of aluminum. 
Using the Neck-It anti-siphon devices, you won’t 
experience splash backs or welling. The devices are 
low-maintenance and available for every make of 
truck.  

| Aluminum

| Easy to install

| Stainless steel caps with lock

| No splash backs or welling
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| Prevent Fuel theft
Fuel theft from vehicles is endemic and getting worse. On the road or in a depot –

external or internal. Fuel theft must be stopped now.  Losing just 25 litres diesel a week 

from a truck, costs 1450 euro per year -straight off the bottom line.  A small one off 

purchase can put an end to fuel theft. With a very rapid payback, the world-leading 

InstantFit NECK-IT!®pays for itself in weeks. InstantFit NECK-IT® fits all makes of truck 

and buses - DAF, Mercedes, Scania, MAN, Volvo, Renault, Iveco, Izuzu and more. Artic 

tractors, mid range rigids, small trucks InstantFit NECK-IT® fits all.

The revolutionary InstantFit NECK-IT!® 
prevents your fuel from being stolen. 
SAVE hundreds and thousands of 
pounds/euros/dollars in stolen fuel.  
InstantFit NECK-IT® Anti-Siphoning 
Device 
InstantFit NECK-IT!® saves your fuel 
from being stolen by organised, 
opportunistic thieves and regular small 
scale skims. Use InstantFit NECK-IT!® 
and quite simply, once your fuel is in, it 
can't be removed. 

| Stops Siphoning right to the top of the tank
| Rapid Fit
| No Glue 
| No Drilling
| No Damage to Tank Neck
| No Splash back/No Welling
| Tested to 120 litres/min for UK & European 

High Flow Pumps
| Bayonet & Scania Fittings Available

| Interchangeable Between Vehicles
| Lifetime Guarantee
| Withstands serious attacks
| VOSA and Customs Excise Compliant
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